MOHSIN MOHAMMAD

E-MAIL: mohsinmohammad@outlook.com

OBJECTIVE
Seeking a challenging position with a dynamic organization, where I can utilize my skills and knowledge efficiently,
with an aim to contribute towards achievement of its objectives an overall aim to enhance my professional skills.
PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
Highly organized and detail oriented chartered certified accountant, offering expert accounting services. Ability to act
as an intrinsic member of accounting teams providing financial reporting, analysis, general ledger reconciliation,
auditing services as well as asset and cash management. Proficient in time sensitive situations and high pressure, fastpaced environments. Trustworthy with personal & sensitive information requiring confidentiality.
SKILL PROFILE
-

Financial Accounting and Reporting
International Financial Reporting Standards
Business Plans
Risk Assessment & Internal Controls
Business Valuations
Financial Due Diligence

-

Budgeting, Forecasting & Variance Analysis
Financial & Business Analysis
Financial Modelling
Feasibility Studies
Management Consultancy
Financial Management

COMPUTER SKILLS
- Advanced Microsoft Office skills (MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio and Publisher)
- ERP systems including Autocount, Quickbook and SAP
QUALIFICATIONS
MIA

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT (Malaysian Institute of Accountants)

ACCA

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, UK

BSc (Hons) Applied Accounting
ACCA
A ‘Level
O ‘Level
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Oxford Brookes University, UK
Advance Diploma in Accounting & Business, UK
GCE Cambridge University, UK
GCE Cambridge University, UK

Position
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

Employer
Sarafiah Natural Resources SDN BHD

Period
2 years 1 months (April 2019 – Present)

DESCRIPTION: The position has to offer the opportunity to work with the senior board members, actively involved
into shaping the strategy of the entity, in a direction to exploit the strengths in order to achieve maximum output
pushing the limits to new highs. The job covers the analysis and evaluation of the business techniques to find new
business opportunities along with keeping the existing stakeholders on board.
Supporting the Finance Director, this opens doors to communicate more efficiently on the financial side of the
business and not to give an option for it to be the bottleneck of the business with analyzing the risks either financial
or business risk. In addition to the finance department, under this position, I get more involved in the procurement,
sales, and marketing department providing assistance to accommodate and incorporate new techniques to exploit
new market segments along with negotiating new contracts. Trying new ways to enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness of the operation team, in less than one month created a mechanism to work closely with all the
department of the entity without disturbing the work environment.
Consulting the business and respective departments on a regular basis, taking feedback from different
stakeholders. In order to maximize the wealth of the entity and increase its commercial awareness in the industry
on international platforms with measuring the requirements and needs. We are working on ways to provide

adequate resources to perform on maximum levels. Pushing management to establish the research and
development department to work more into diversifying the product range to capture more market segments by
using diversified techniques to attract new business opportunities in the new markets to not rely on any specific
markets or products.
Looking for alternative ways to substitute the products that are affected by the seasonal variation, either by looking
for new market segments or finding business opportunities in the substitute product range in order to maximize
the turnover of the business and decrease the absorption rate of fixed cost to the business.
ACHIEVEMENT:
 Launched soft and hard marketing based on market research and its reach in order to enter into a
new business with branding and establishing a reputation of the entity on multiple levels.
 Attaining board approval to establish an internal audit department to assess the quality in all areas
on a regular basis and to keep the team independent from the operations.
 Involved in preliminary and planning stages of the new plant, covering from designs, licenses,
approvals, awarding tenders, etc.
 Monitoring and taking decisive actions in due time to avoid any delay while solving problems on
multiple sections of the project, pushing even the government bodies to expedite the process.
 Successfully negotiated contracts with 13 separate entities with decreasing costs from 28% to
55%, all involved in the above project to align the costs to market levels with personally involved
with research of the estimations and pricing
 Expanded into a new market segment with the ability to retain orders on a regular basis
 Controlling all the regulatory reports issued to respective authorities locally and overseas.

Finance Manager

Sarafiah Natural Resources SDN BHD

4 years (May 2015 – April 2019)

DESCRIPTION: Responsible for managing accounts and financial statements, contract & pricing and stock
valuation for the export market. My role is to oversee on-time settlements, timely and accurate billings to clients.
Overseeing Sarafiah Oil policies are implemented and attaining the organization's strategic goals and objectives.
This also involves working closely with the marketing & purchase team in the creation and maintenance of the
contracts, transfer pricing and providing pricing to the marketing department with fluctuation in market value,
considering all the relevant factors. I ensure month-end closing activities of stock valuation and margin
segmentation are properly executed and that stocks are properly valued in accordance with IAS & IFRS.
Interpretation and analysis of financial results, investigate any inconsistencies and approve manual journals.
Assisting the administration department to submit the GST in compliance with the Malaysian GST laws and
regulations with a turnover of over half a billion Malaysian Ringgit annually, also controlling the payroll department
submitting all statutory reports to LHDN, that includes the monthly PCB, SOCSO, EPF, EIS & HRDF of all the
employees as required by the law.
Actively connected to the corporate banks and financial institutions for operational, financial and as well as
investment purposes. Taking part in mitigating the business risks and financial risk by hedging forex and
commodity contracts in future and option pricing. Submitting reports to Central bank (Bank Negara) and corporate
bank along with other regulatory compliances. Communicating accurate statements and information to the board
and members. Cashflow analysis with planning and decision making, successfully decreasing inventory days and
receivable days along with increasing payable days enhancing the overall cash flow of the company further by
10% as compared to historic values which in return decreases our cost of working capital and allowing the
business to invest and exploit other areas, diversifying Sarafiah’s business industry. Exploiting new market
segments with different strategies while holding strong control over the current markets by taking into
consideration the overtrading risk expanding the turnover by 35% year by year, communicating with all
departments for smooth and successful operations, managing team of 3 people and reporting directly to finance
director and board.
ACHIEVEMENT:
 Negotiated pricing with vendors bringing the cost to 70% lower as compared to historic cost.
 Decreasing the finance cost of the association by 40%, using capital with a lower cost of funds
supporting the organization WACC to be decreased in order to get higher value for the firm.
 Negotiated contracts with customers and their financial providers to reach a deal enhancing the
organization revenues by 15% increasing all by exports alone to the whole world.
 Decreased inventory days by 160% successfully implementing JIT (Just in Time) system, with
negotiating payable days (60 to 120 days) with multiple vendors increasing the overall payable
days by 90%.
 Mitigating risk of treasury by decreasing the overall risk of foreign exchange and interest rate
hedging by neutralizing the risk upon successfully negotiated with financial sectors to increase
the capacity of hedging and the ability to use both traditional and modern techniques to get
favorable outcomes based on real-time.
 Controlling all the regulatory reports issued to respective authorities locally and overseas.
 Raising capital with a mixture of equity and debt for the association to fund the new project of +30
million Malaysian Ringgit with overviewing the whole project.

Assistant Manager Finance

Society for Sustainable Development

1 year & 4 months (Apr 2012 – July 2013)

DESCRIPTION: Head of accounts team, supervising team of three. Responsible for maintaining all accounting
records along with overseeing all the budgets and financial statements, assisting the firm to cover all financing
needs and implementation of controls to assess the progress of projects. The role is to oversee on timely
settlements of all the obligations, and timely and accurate billings to clients.
To ensure all legal and regulatory compliances have been satisfied in accordance with the local laws and
regulation as well as the federal laws. Approving all costs to monitor the controls and comparing weekly and
monthly costs to the budget in order to run the management of projects smoothly as per firm’s policy.

Sales & Marketing Officer

Shenztech (PVT) LTD

6 months (Aug 2011 - Jan 2012)

DESCRIPTION: As a part of leading sales and marketing team in a UK based company providing services in
the e-commerce sales department through different mediums to the world at large with yearly turnover exceeding
+15 million GBP. Providing pricing to multiple customer based on their needs for the services and goods, along
with maintaining relationships with drop ship vendors through online support, order entry and order fulfillment that
includes eBay and Amazon platform with order preferred processing.
Created product information packages for vendors including product descriptions, images, and pricing ensuring
all information about product and non-product was updated and accurate, with capturing market segments through
creative techniques to ensure sales growth with managing to increase mark up by 20% as compared to historic
numbers boosting profits.
Regularly reviewed competitive websites in terms of product range, marketing initiatives including functionality
and customer offerings, with active research to substantiate sales with effective online ways to promote products.
Weekly attending joint meeting to discuss the operations and consulting other departments and communicate all
the internal and external issues. Costing and target pricing for goods and services for e-commerce along with
submission of UK VAT quarterly report to the HMRC.

Accountant

The Frontier Post (PVT) LTD

7 months (Feb 2011 - Aug 2011)

DESCRIPTION: Prepared company account and tax returns for audit and regulatory purpose. Coordinated
monthly payroll function for 20+ employees. Liaised with bankers, insurers and solicitors regarding financial
transactions. Reported on variances in quarterly costing reports. Prepared annual company accounts and reports.
Reduced credit period from 45 days to 30 days. Monitored and recorded company expenses and revenues.
Controlling the petty cash on monthly basis along with cash and bank reconciliation.

Accountant

Khan Matches (PVT) LTD

5 months (Sep 2010 - Jan 2011)

DESCRIPTION: Maintaining all the general, sales and purchase ledgers, recording all the transactions on daily
basis and providing with a closing balances to the management. Providing assistance to internal audit department
and implementing on all company policies and controls. Handling bank transaction with authorization from the
management. In continuous communication with the purchase department to control the costs and purchases in
accordance with company policies and with production department to control the stock in and out along with value
of the stock. Absorbing all the normal and abnormal losses during the production processes on weekly basis to
reflect the effectiveness and efficiency of the workers.

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
- FOREX & TREASURY TRAINING, CITIBANK MALAYSIA. (ACHIEVING 1ST POSITION FOR BEING HIGHEST LIQUID BANK
DURING WORKSHOP TRAINING (20 BANKS INVOLVED))
- WORKSHOP ON IFRS / IAS AND RECENT UPDATES.
- WORKSHOP ON CONTRACT LAW, COMMODITY CONTRACTS RULES & TERMS, PORAM MALAYSIA
- TRAINING ON ADVANCED FEATURES OF MICROSOFT EXCEL.
- WORKSHOP ON HANDLING FX OPTIONS/FUTURES/FORWARDS (WON 3RD POSITION FOR BEING MOST
PROFITABLE COMPANY MANAGING OVER THREE YEARS)
- ERP FRONT-END KNOWLEDGE OF AP, AR, AA, FM, FI and MM etc.
LANGUAGES
- ENGLISH
- URDU
- PERSIAN
- PUSHTO
- DARI



HINDI (SPEAKING ONLY)
GERMAN (VERY BASIC)

References will be furnished upon request

